
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE MOLTENI VERNICI SRL  
FOR CONTRACTS CONCLUDED BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURS AND/OR PROFESSIONALS (C.D. B2B) 

Art. 1 General DisposiEons 
1.1 Molteni Vernici Srl (VAT Number 03089870137, Fiscal Code 03089870137 and with Como business register no. CO-295594) is a company under 
Italian law, with domicile and registered office in Via dell’ArOgianato n. 44 - 22063 - Cantù (CO), REA number: CO-295594, PEC 
moltenivernici@legalmail.it; PEO customercare@moltenivernici.com; Ph. +39 031 734181; Fax + 39 031 734222 
1.2 Molteni Vernici Srl is a manufacturer of goods marketed through its e-commerce pla]orm, the so-called "E-commerce", on the website 
www.moltenivernici.com and marked by its own brand Molteni Vernici Srl. 
1.3 Molteni Vernici Srl is the owner of the e-commerce portal "www.moltenivernici.com/e-commerce" through which it is possible to purchase only 
goods produced by Molteni Vernici Srl. 
1.4 Through the direct online purchase, every single product can be purchased limited to complete kits of the various finishes including all the 
components necessary for the specific use of the product (the products are for professional use only); in any case, orders will be Oed to stock 
availability and/or while stocks last. For purchases of larger quanOOes it will be necessary to contact directly the seller Molteni Vernici Srl by wriOng 
to sales@moltenivernici.com 
1.5 These general sales condiOons are intended exclusively for professional clients to be understood as companies, distributors and free 
professionals with VAT number, acOng for commercial purposes related to their own professional, arOsanal and/or entrepreneurial acOvity possibly 
carried out. The expressions "Buyer", "Customer", "Client", “Professional Client” and "User" and any other expression referring to the buyer part, 
refer to the natural or juridical person who acts, also through dipendent and/or authorised staff to operate on site in order to buy the products, in 
the exercise of their own professional acOvity. 
1.6 The e-commerce portal and any other content also on the website www.moltenivernici.com are not an offer to the public but represent 
exclusively an invitation to offer addressed to the Customer. 
1.7 The informaOon relaOng to the characterisOcs and prices of the products, the condiOons relaOng to shipping and related costs, the methods of 
concluding the contract, purchase and payment, the condiOons for any replacement of the products and the existence of the right to withdrawal 
with a detailed descripOon of the methods and Oming, are described below. 
1.8 The Customer, before concluding the purchase and making the payment, will always be in a posiOon to view, read, print and approve, by double 
point and click, these general condiOons of sale which he will take care to keep pursuant to art. 12 of LegislaOve Decree 70/2003. 
Art. 2 The Contract 
2.1 By online sales contract is meant the purchase and sale agreement between Molteni Vernici Srl and the buyer concluded in the context of a 
distance selling system through telemaOc tools so-called of point and clik within the limits of quanOty allowed by the online store or through 
ordinary e-mail messages for purchases of quanOOes larger than those indicated in the e-commerce portal. 
2.2 These General CondiOons of Sale exclusively regulate the commercial relaOons between the Seller and his “Professional Clients”, consOtuOng an 
integral and substanOal part of each contract for the sale of movable goods concluded by and with Molteni Vernici Srl. 
2.3 The object of the contract is the sale of paints/solvents to be understood as aestheOc finishes intended exclusively for interior and outdoor 
design applicaOons. 
2.4 The Seller undertakes to keep its site updated, however the Customer is aware and accepts that the content of the site may not be updated daily 
and for this reason each purchase is subject to and governed exclusively by the General CondiOons of Sale applicable on the date of the purchase 
order. 
2.5 The ParOes agree that this contract contains their final will, revoking any other previous document or negoOaOon, so that the interpretaOon of 
their will takes place exclusively in accordance with what is agreed herein. They also agree that any modificaOon to this contract can only take place 
in wriOng and with an express indicaOon of the clause and the point to be modified, any document otherwise prepared remains irrelevant. 
2.6 The ParOes, in compliance with the mandatory rules of the law, agree that if one or more clauses of these general condiOons of sale are declared 
void or invalid, this fact will not affect the validity and effecOveness of the contract and other provisions which will remain fully valid and effecOve. 
2.7 The Customer is aware that all the informaOon provided and the images on the website are of a general nature and are made available for 
informaOon purposes only and that they do not consOtute a specific convenOonal guarantee on the products or a promise of specific qualiOes to be 
part of the Seller. 
2.8 The Customer is aware that the binding "safety data sheets" are exclusively those sent via PEO by the Seller during the purchase/sale of goods 
since what may be present on the site is of a general nature, merely informaOve and/or may not be updated. 
Art. 3 Conclusion of the Contract and purchase modes. 
3.1. The Customer will proceed with the purchase in "Guest" mode, that is without registering an account by providing all his personal and tax data, 
billing address and shipping address, telephone contacts, email; in this case a temporary idenOfier will be generated and used only to complete the 
online purchase. Through the "Guest" mode, the customer's personal data will not be recorded and saved for subsequent purchases. 
3.2 The Customer, before concluding the purchase, will have the opportunity to view all the data entered in order to verify the correctness of the 
same and if necessary go back in the guided procedure to correct them. The Customer is prohibited from entering incorrect and/or invented data 
and is prohibited from using any type of data and/or informaOon from third parOes without their consent. 
3.3 The Customer can purchase the products in the electronic catalog as described in the relevant informaOon sheets with full awareness that the 
informaOon sheet of a product may not be perfectly representaOve of its characterisOcs but differ in color, size and/or accessory products present in 
images. 
3.4 The Customer who intends to purchase one or more products can select them one at a Ome by adding them to the so-called cart. Once he has 
selected all the items he intends to buy, he can "close" the cart and submit the order. At this point, the Customer will see a summary page of the 
selected products, their price, the delivery opOons (with the related costs), and the VAT applicable pursuant to the law. The Consumer will be asked 
to choose the preferred payment soluOon. Amer the aforemenOoned selecOon, the general condiOons of sale will be displayed and the Customer 
must proceed with the approval by double clicking. Approved the general condiOons of sale, the Consumer must click on the "ORDER" bunon which 
will be used to forward the order to Molteni Vernici Srl. Without the approval of the general condiOons of sale, it will not be possible to conclude the 
order. The order thus forwarded will be processed as a contractual purchase proposal addressed to Molteni Vernici for the products listed, each 
considered individually. Upon receipt of the order, Molteni Vernici Srl will automaOcally send a PEO message to take charge of the order itself 
("Order RecepOon") addressed to the PEO that the Customer will have previously communicated. The order receipt e-mail does not consEtute 
acceptance of the purchase proposal. In fact, by sending the Order Receipt, Molteni Vernici Srl only confirms that it has received the order and that 
it has undergone a data verificaOon process and that the requested products are available. The contract sOpulated between Molteni Vernici Srl and 
the Purchaser is concluded exclusively with the sending of a second PEO containing confirmaEon of the sending of the purchase order by the Seller. 
The order confirmaEon message will contain all the data entered by the Customer, as well as the date and Ome of sending the order, the order 
number, which must be used in all subsequent communicaOons, as well as all data and informaOon relaOng to the order itself such as, by way of 
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example but not limited to, the date, goods ordered, quanOOes, detailed indicaOon of the price, the payment mode chosen, delivery costs and any 
applicable taxes, etc. The Customer agrees to receive invoices in electronic format; these documents will be made available in pdf format. 
3.5 All orders placed on the site must correspond to normal consumpOon needs. This requirement is applied both in relaOon to the number of 
products purchased with a single order, and in the case of a plurality of orders relaOng to the same product even if each order includes a quanOty of 
products corresponding to normal consumpOon needs. 
3.6 The Customer undertakes to use the order number to be inserted in the object for any communicaOon necessary in relaOon to it.  
3.7 The Customer also undertakes to promptly communicate any data incorrectly reported in the order confirmaOon message. 
3.8 In the event of exhausOon, even temporarily, of the stocks, the seller can refuse the purchase order amer communicaOon sent to the Consumer 
as soon as possible and to which he can indicate any replacement products without any constraint for the Customer. 
3.9 Except in the event that the Customer decides to purchase the alternaOve product, replacing the one that is out of stock, the seller will refund all 
the sums already paid by the Customer in full; the refreshment will take place as soon as possible and in any case no later than fourteen days from 
the date on which the order was canceled with an e-mail communicaOon sent by the seller to the Consumer on the PEO address indicated by them 
during the registraOon phase. 
3.10 The contract is considered concluded in the place where the seller has its registered office. Except in cases where Molteni Vernici Srl will not be 
able to execute the contract for reasons beyond its sphere of control, the seller undertakes to deliver the products ordered by the Customer amer 
receiving the payment of the final price from the Customer and subject to verificaOon of availability referred to in the following art. 5. 
Art. 4 InformaEon on the products 
4.1 It is agreed that possible informaOon concerning the products, like those referring to weights, dimensions, capacity, resistances, prices, colors 
and other datas contained on the site have general features and are not binding between the parOes. 
4.2 The Customer is conscious and accepts that the images related to the descripOon sheets of the products could not be perfectly representaOve of 
their characterisOcs and change for color, size and accessories products present in the image. 
4.3 The Customer is conscious and accepts that the final result, conseguent to the applicaOon of the product sold by Molteni Vernici Srl on a specific 
surface or support chosen from the Customer, can vary from case to case and this in accordance with parOcular condiOons and modes of 
applicaOon, with the workpieces, with the supports and the tools used with discreOon from the Customer and with other causes which do not 
depend on the Seller as for control and responsibility, neither direct nor indirect. For this reason the Seller cannot give any warranty on the final 
result of the product once applied on the surface choosen by the Client. For these reasons the Client is invited, before orfering significant orders of 
goods, to purchase a product sample which the Client can test by applying it on a workpiece/surface in order to verify if the final result fully saOsfies 
his expectaOons which can lead him to the purchase larger quanOOes of product. 
4.4 The Client, with reference to what is indicated in the previous point, agrees, exclusively to his expenses, for example through resistance and/or 
analysis tests on the sample by naOonally known cerOficaOon bodies, to verify the product’s idoneity, result and resistance with respect to the 
specific needs. 
4.5 It is agreed that the Client through the order of other quanOOes of goods, amer the first purchase of the same product, considers the product to 
be completely saOsfactory, suitable and compliant with his specific needs. 
4.6 In case the contract makes an express reference to technical, safety, quality or other type of norms and documents, clearly noted in the same, 
even if not anached to the contract, the Client will be considered to be conscious of that. 
4.7 The Seller and producer, in fully compliance with the sector norms, is free to compose his own paints by following his own modes and through 
carefully studied verOcal cycles. 
4.8 If the sale is made at a specified quanOty, the tolerance is convenOonally established in 5% more or less of the product. In any case, no rebates 
are permined. 
Art. 5 Products’ availability 
5.1 Molteni Vernici Srl undertakes to keep the website as up to date as possible regarding the availability of the products and will verify, before 
transmiqng the order acceptance confirmaOon, the actual availability of the products selected by the Customer. 
5.2 In any case Molteni Vernici Srl guarantees the fulfillment of the order within the limits of stock availability "while stocks last". 
5.3 The Customer is aware that the products are limited in number and it may therefore happen that the product ordered is no longer available, 
totally or parOally, following the transmission of the purchase order. The Seller will promptly noOfy the Customer. 
5.4 The Seller, if the purchase order should exceed the quanOty of product available in stock, will noOfy the Customer if the goods can no longer be 
ordered or what the indicaOve waiOng Omes are to obtain the quanOty of product ordered. The Customer, upon receipt of the aforemenOoned 
communicaOon, will have the opportunity to confirm or not the order. In the event of the cancellaOon of the order due to unavailability of the 
product, the Seller will reimburse the sums paid by the Customer within thirty days of the order. 
Art. 6 Methods, terms and delivery and shipment costs. 
6.1 Unless otherwise agreed, delivery will take place carriage free - FCA (Molteni Vernici Srl, Via dell'ArOgianato n. 44, 22063, Cantù (CO - Italy) 
Incoterms® 2010. The seller will ship the products, ordered by the Customer and confirmed by the Seller, to the Customer at the address indicated 
by the same in the purchase order. The shipment will be made amer the actual receipt of the final purchase price within thirty days from the receipt 
of the order confirmaOon e-mail. 
6.2 The delivery terms indicated to the Customer are authorizing and not essenOal, consOtuOng indicaOve order execuOon Omes. 
6.3 Any delays in delivery will not give the right to penalOes or to compensaOon for direct and indirect damages, neither as from the start of interest 
nor to terminaOon of the contract. If the seller expects not to be able to deliver the products within the established deadlines, he must promptly 
noOfy the customer in wriOng, indicaOng, where possible, the expected delivery date. The parOes agree that, where the delay, anributable to the 
Seller, exceeds ten weeks from the delivery date originally scheduled for the carrier, the buyer can terminate the contract for products whose 
delivery is delayed, with a 15 (fimeen) days' wrinen noOce. Any delay due to force majeure or acts or omissions of the Customer is not considered 
anributable to the seller (e.g. lack of data necessary for the supply of the goods). 
6.4 From the moment of the goods’ delivery to the carrier (or to the first carrier if two or more) they will carry the goods to the total risk and 
damage of the Client; any insurance of the products during transport is the sole responsibility of the Customer. 
6.5 If the ordered goods may be delivered outside Italy the Client could be subjected to importaOon taxes, asked once the box reaches the specified 
desOnaOon. Any added customs clearance will be a sole responsibility of the Client. Molteni Vernici Srl has no control of those costs and he cannot 
preview the amount. Customs policies vary considerably from country to country, for this reason Molteni Vernici Srl strongly advises the customer to 
contact the local customs office in advance for further informaOon. Molteni Vernici Srl also reminds the Customer that when he places orders on the 
site, he is considered as an importer and therefore is required to comply with all the legislaOon and regulaOons of the country in which he will 
receive the goods. Molteni Vernici Srl also informs the Customer that for products shipped abroad, cross-border deliveries could be subject to 
opening and inspecOon by the customs authoriOes and for such operaOons Molteni Vernici Srl has no control or responsibility. 
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6.6 If it is not possible to complete the delivery due to the absence of the Customer at the address indicated, the courier will leave a noOce or 
contact the Customer by phone to arrange for a second delivery or for the collecOon of the goods at one of the closest branches of the Courier. In no 
case can the seller be held responsible for non-delivery or delayed delivery of the goods. 
6.7 In any case, the seller is not responsible for the failure or delayed delivery due to force majeure such as: measures of the Public Authority, 
strikes, raOoning or shortage of energy or raw materials, transport difficulOes, fires, floods, earthquakes, wars, insurrecOons, epidemics and/or 
pandemics. The Seller will promptly noOfy the Customer of the occurrence and absence of a cause of force majeure. 
6.8 Upon receipt of the material and before signing the document to the courier who delivers the goods, carefully check that the number of 
packages delivered is consistent with those menOoned on the transport document. Also check the physical condiOon of the packages by checking 
that they have not been tampered with and/or damaged. In the event of evident damage to the packaging and/or product, the Consumer must affix 
the courier's proof of delivery with the word ACCEPTED WITH RESERVE by entering the reason directly on the delivery document (for example: 
missing neck, broken neck, tampered neck, etc.). The indicaOon "accepted with reserve" is to be considered null or in any case ineffecOve if it is not 
accompanied by the specific reason on the delivery document. Any problems concerning the physical integrity of the product, the correspondence 
and/or the completeness of the products received must be reported within five days of receipt through PEO at the address 
customercare@moltenivernici.com. By omiqng the above procedures, the customer will not be enOtled to claim damages. 
Art. 7 Guarantee 
7.1 The guarantee provided by the Seller is only the legal one for a sale between entrepreneurs/professionals and it operates only if the product is 
correctly used, in compliance with its use desOnaOon and with the informaOon indicated by the Seller. The guarantee takes place from the date of 
the product’s delivery in accordance with the Incoterms® 2010 legislaOon between the ParOes. 
7.2 The Seller guarantees exclusively that the products comply with the indicaOons and the specificaOons wrinen in the safety data sheet 
automaOcally sent to the Client at the address given at the moment of the purchase. 
7.3 The products are considered compliant to the contract if they present the chemical and physical characterisOcs contained in the safety data 
sheets sent to the Client. It is agreed that the presence of possible minimal differences generally accepted in the specific commercial field or in 
accordance with the business relaOonship built between the parOes does not consOtute a conformity defect. 
7.4 The Customer undertakes to promptly test the product amer arrival at its registered office or any other place of desOnaOon of the goods agreed 
by the ParOes and in any case report in wriOng to the Seller any lack of conformity of the product, specifying in detail the nature, within a 
peremptory term of 15 (fimeen) days from receipt of the goods at the agreed place, accompanying the request with the order number, product 
producOon number and the purchase invoice. The ParOes agree that any communicaOon that does not comply with the methods and Omes 
described above cannot be considered valid and effecOve. 
7.5 The Seller provides the guarantee of product conformity with regard to the conOnuity of the chemical and physical characterisOcs indicated in 
the safety data sheets sent to the Customer and this no later than any defects expressed by the first samples provided and on condiOon that they 
are reported in the term indicated above. 
7.6 If the product, within the limits expressed by the first sampling supplied, shows proven defects of conformity, the Seller may, provided that he 
can do so without reasonable delay and without causing excessive inconvenience to the Customer, at his choice: 
(a) replace the products with compliant products, without any addiOonal burden for the Customer, or (b) proceed with the return of the amount 
paid by the Customer or with the replacement of the product with another of equal or higher characterisOcs.  
Art. 8 Disclaimer and limitaEons of liability 
8.1 All the contents on the site are exclusively of a general nature and have a purely informaOve purpose and in no way consOtute convenOonal 
guarantees, technical opinions, nor specific quality promises and do not bind the Seller in any way and therefore cannot be objected to in the 
towards the Seller or third parOes. The Seller, except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence, is not responsible for any damages, direct 
and/or indirect, incidental and/or consequenOal, patrimonial and non-patrimonial suffered by the Customer due to careless assignment and/or use 
improper content of the site. 
8.2 The Seller, except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence, does not provide any guarantee on the final result resulOng from the use of 
the goods supplied. The Customer is aware and accepts that the final result consequent to the applicaOon of the product on a surface and/or 
support is influenced by mulOple variables not falling within the sphere of control and responsibility of the Seller. Therefore, in the event of a final 
result that is not in line with its expectaOons, the Customer cannot charge the Seller with any direct or indirect liability; neither any direct and 
indirect, incidental and/or consequenOal, patrimonial and/or non-patrimonial damage will be due by the Seller. 
8.3 The ParOes agree to exclude any right of the Customer to compensaOon for damages or indemnity, as well as any contractual or non-contractual 
liability of the Seller for damages, direct and indirect, possibly caused by non-acceptance, even parOal, of the order. 
8.4 The ParOes, except in cases of willful misconduct and gross negligence, agree in excluding the liability of Molteni Vernici Srl for direct and indirect 
damages, patrimonial and non-patrimonial, losses, missed profits and costs suffered by the Customer following the failure, parOal and/or incorrect 

fulfillment and/or for product defects and/or defects. The Seller is not liable for any damages falling on the Customer's business acOvity. The 
Customer will only be enOtled to a full refund of the price paid and any accessory charges incurred for the purchase of the product. 
8.5 The ParOes agree to exclude Molteni Vernici Srl's liability for delayed or non-delivery of the products due to unforeseeable circumstances, force 
majeure, facts not anributable to the Seller, including the factual hypotheses of the third party and therefore no damages, penalty and/or 
compensaOon will be due by the Seller to the Customer in such cases. For reasons of force majeure we mean by way of example and not 
exhausOvely: earthquakes, floods, accidents, fires, explosions, strikes and/or lockouts, epidemics, pandemics, factum principis and in any case of all 
those events that totally or parOally preclude the execuOon of the service and/or shipment within the terms indicated in these condiOons of sale or 
within the deadline eventually agreed for members between Customer and Seller. 
8.6 Unless otherwise agreed in wriOng, it is agreed that the remedies for non-compliance of the product indicated in arOcle 7.6 of this agreement 
exclude any other remedy for non-compliance.  
8.7 The Seller, except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence, will not be responsible for damage to the Customer's products or to 
products of which the Customer's products form part. 
8.8 The Seller is not responsible, except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence, for unavailability or malfuncOons regarding the use of the 
internet that fall outside the sphere of control of the Seller. 
8.9 The Seller, except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence, is not responsible for the fraudulent, illicit or unauthorized use by third 
parOes of a credit card or other payment methods, if it proves that it has reasonably taken all the precauOons possible according to current pracOce 
and common experience by sellers of similar size, at the Ome of purchase and on the basis of ordinary diligence. 
8.10 The Seller is not responsible for the incorrect issuance of accounOng or tax documents as well as for delayed and/or missed deliveries or for any 
addiOonal cost incurred by the Customer due to false, incorrect, imaginary or third party data provided by the Customer. 
8.11 The Seller, except in cases of willful misconduct or gross negligence, assumes no responsibility for the lack of availability of any product. 
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8.12 Seller and Customer agree in establishing that, in the event of any ascertained nullity, invalidity or ineffecOveness of the Seller's exempOon and 
limitaOon of liability clauses, any compensaOon for damages recognized to the Customer, for the guilty failure to fulfill obligaOons Seller, however, 
will be limited to an amount not exceeding the price paid by the customer for the purchase of the product. 
Art. 9 Price. 
9.1. The products’ price indicated in the online store is expressed in euro and do not include VAT applicable pursuant to the law. 
9.2 The products’ price can be subjected to variaOons and for this reason the seller has the right to update them without any noOce. 
9.3 The Customer will purchase the products to the price exposed at the moment of the order sending (by confirming with the bunon “ORDER”)  
9.4 The shipment expenses are in charge of the Client, as all the expenses possibly connected to the payment mode chosen from the Client. Also 
every other accessory cost and/or tax needed for the shipment and delivery of the product is in charge of the Client, none excluded.  
Art. 10 Payment mode  
10.1 The Client can pay by credit card. 
10.2 Payment by "credit card" takes place at the Ome of the order. This payment system allows for faster processing. All credit cards of the major 
internaOonal payment circuits are supported. 
10.3 It is understood that the Customer, by compleOng the appropriate spaces in the online process, authorizes Molteni Vernici Srl to use their credit 
card or other payment cards, as well as to debit your bank account in favor of the seller, the exact total amount shown at the end of the purchase 
procedure. The online purchase procedure takes place via a secure connecOon directly connected to the bank owner and manager of the online 
payment service. 
10.4 It is understood that the shipment will be made only amer the seller receives full payment of the ordered goods. 
Art. 11 Copyright, intellectual property and privacy policy 
11.1 All contents published on the website www.moltenivernici.com and on the online store are covered from the copyright. Any employment which 
is not expected by the law requires a previous wrinen authorisaOon by Molteni Vernici Srl. All fraudulent uses of such content will be considered as 
counterfeiOng crimes and punished according to the rules of the Intellectual Property Code. 
11.2 All informaOon concerning the Know-how and/or the brands, the patents owned by Molteni Vernici Srl, as well as other commercial and 
branding informaOon, which the Client could know through possible purchase acOviOes and during the execuOon of the contract must be intended 
reserved and cannot be used neither directly nor indirectly by the Client if not in the strictly necessary limitaOons for the correct execuOon of the 
contract, and they cannot be revealed to third parOes without a previous wrinen authorisaOon by the Seller. 
11.3 Any violaOon will be punished according to the applicable laws, subject to Molteni Vernici Srl to act also for the compensaOon of all patrimonial 
and non-patrimonial damages, directly and/or indirectly caused by the violaOon of the aforemenOoned provisions. 
Art. 12 Privacy, protecEon of personal data and contract storage methods. 
12.1 Personal data are collected exclusively to register the Customer and acOvate the procedures for the conclusion and execuOon of the contract 
and the sending of the necessary communicaOons. These data are processed electronically in compliance with the relevant regulaOons in force and 
can only be exhibited at the express request of the Judicial Authority or other AuthoriOes authorized by law. 
12.2 AnenOon to the security and confidenOality of the Customer's data is a priority for the Seller. The informaOon provided is considered strictly 
confidenOal and the Seller undertakes not to disseminate or sell the informaOon in its possession to external companies for promoOonal purposes. 
12.3 By signing these general condiOons of sale, the Customer declares to have been informed of all the elements provided for by the sector 
legislaOon and to have read the complete privacy informaOon on the site in the relevant secOon and therefore gives consent so that personal and 
business data are processed in accordance with the law and possibly communicated to third parOes whose collaboraOon should become necessary. 
12.4 All personal data provided will be processed in compliance with the provisions of LegislaOve Decree 196/2003 and subsequent amendments. A 
complete copy of the informaOon on the processing of data and the use of cookie technology is available on the site at "Legal Notes" or in any case 
by clicking on the following links: hnps://www.moltenivernici.com/it/legal-notes-molteni-vernici. 
12.5 Pursuant to art. 12 of LegislaOve Decree 70/2003 Molteni Vernici Srl informs the Consumer Customer that every order sent will be kept in 
digital and/or paper form in the archives located at the registered office of the seller himself or on informaOon systems/tools of providers’ service of 
the seller and whose relaOonships are governed by a regular service contract (e.g. so-called Server Farm). 
Art. 13 OperaEvity of the online store. 
The online/e-commerce store is operaOonal exclusively during working days. The online sale is interrupted on ordinary closing days such as Saturday 
and Sunday, as well as on all public holidays, during the summer closing period from 01.08 to 31.08, as well as during any extraordinary closings (e.g. 
Judicial Authority provision; force majeure). It is understood that any online orders executed during the aforemenOoned closing periods will be 
processed and closed by Molteni Vernici Srl only when the business is resumed/reopened. In any case, the seller reserves the right to independently 
suspend the operaOon of the online store without noOce. 
Art. 14 JurisdicEon 
Any disputes concerning, the interpretaOon, the execuOon of this contract, the resoluOon, the acOon for damages and any other dispute concerning 
the contractual relaOonship and/or connected and/or connected to it, will be devolved to the exclusive competence of the Italian Judicial Authority 
at the exclusive court of Milan with the express exclusion of any other court. However, the Seller reserves the right to choose the Client's forum.  
Art. 15 Language and applicable Law 
15.1 This contract is concluded in Italian and the Italian text is the only one that will be authenOc in the event of disputes and/or extrajudicial and 
judicial disputes between Seller and Customer. Any versions in English or other foreign language of these general condiOons of sale on the website 
are prepared exclusively to facilitate the understanding and content of the contract by the Customer. 
15.2 This contract is governed exclusively by Italian internal law and in the event of a legal dispute, the only language of the proceedings will be 
Italian. 
15.3 Although not expressly regulated by these general condiOons of sale, the provisions of the civil code and the rules on electronic commerce 
(LegislaOve Decree no. 70/2003) apply in the context of B2B operaOons. 
15.4 The sales contract is concluded between the ParOes that operate exclusively within their professional acOvity (B2B) and therefore the 
Consumer Code does not apply. 
15.5 In the event of "internaOonal sale", the ParOes agree in expressly excluding the applicaOon of the Vienna ConvenOon (CISG 1980) and the 
contract will be governed exclusively by Italian domesOc law. 

Date,  / /   

STEP 1) 
GENERAL APPROVAL OF THE CONDITIONS OF SALE THROUGH POINT AND CLICK. 
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE MOLTENI VERNICI SRL  
FOR CONTRACTS CONCLUDED BETWEEN ENTREPRENEURS AND/OR PROFESSIONALS (C.D. B2B) 

____________________V______________ 

STEP2)  

Specific approval in accordance with the arEcles 1341, co. II, and 1342 of the civil code. 
The Client declares to have completely and carefully read the general condiOons of sale and expressely approves, through point and 
click, the following specific clauses: 4) Products’ informaOon; 5) Products’ availability; 6) Methods, terms and delivery and shipment 
costs; 7) Guarantee; 8) Disclaimer and limitaOons of liability; 11) JurisdicOon; 15) Language and applicable Law. 

Date,  / /  

SPECIFIC APPROVAL THROUGH SECOND STEP POINT AND CLICK 


